
The Vue table  is available with a fixed or folding top and

features an aluminum base with adjustable levelers

with�∑'' leveling range. Aluminum base is available in 

polished aluminum, matte black or satin white powdercoat

finishes.

Available in either a table height or a bar height, the Vue

base is appropriate for round or square tops ranging from

24'' to 42'' and a 30'' x 24'' rectangular top.

Vue tops are specifically constructed to accommodate the

Vue table base.  Tops are available  with a flat, reverse bevel,

or bevel edge.   

Vue is BIFMA Level 2, GREENGUARD and FSC® C012937 

certified. Visit the product page at Bernhardtdesign.com for

BIFMA Level 2 and GREENGUARD certifications. FSC® C012937

Chain of Custody certification is available by submitting a

request in writing before or during the quoting process to be

printed on acknowledgments and invoices. For complete 

information regarding the Level 2, GREENGUARD and FSC 

certifications, please contact bgreen@bernhardt.com.

Approved for GSA Contract GS-27F-010GA.
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Detail view of the Vue top with the  base.

Latch mechanism closed.Tops are available with fixed
or folding base.



                

description sku            w           d           h          weight     specifications

table height fixed YC9           25         25       28∂          35        use with 24-30''w tops
YC8           32         32       28∂          45         use with 36-42''w tops

table height  folding FC9           25         25       28∂          35        use with 24-30''w tops
FC8           32         32       28∂          45        use with 36-42''w tops

bar height fixed YC7           25         25      40π    40        use with 24-30''w tops

bar height folding FC7           25         25      40π    40        use with 24-30''w tops

vue bases

available in fixed or folding base

approved for GSA Contract GS-27F-010GA

Level�1 Certified

GREENGUARD�Certified 
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base

  series                       sku base

V U S -

specification codes example:    VUS-SKU      material + finish code example: PA

805/20

 PA    polished aluminum

 10% finish upcharge applies   
 BK   matte black powdercoat
 WT   satin white powdercoat

 vue
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specify tops and bases separately

approved for GSA Contract GS-27F-010GA

Level�1 Certified

GREENGUARD�Certified 

sku           l w            specifications                      

round top YAY       24       24         use with 25'' base 
            YAL       27       27         use with 25'' base

           YAX       30       30         use with 25'' base

          YAW       36       36         use with 32'' base

            YAV       42       42         use with 32'' base

square top YBY       24       24         use with 25'' base

            YBL       27       27         use with 25'' base

           YBX       30       30         use with 25'' base

           YBW       36       36         use with 32'' base

           YBV       42       42         use with 32'' base

rectangular top YCD       30       24         use with 25'' base

  series                      sku edge material finish

  vue B1  1'' bevel PLL     solid laminate see page 5
FL   1∂'' flat WGL    woodgrain laminate
RB  1∂'' reverse bevel CHY    cherry

MPL    maple
OAK    oak
WLT     walnut
PLD     paldao

V U S - -

specification codes example:    VUS-SKU-BV        material + finish code example:     WLT 839

vue

tops

CHY   cherry
MPL  maple
OAK   oak
WLT   walnut

  PLL   solid  laminate
  WGL woodgrain laminate   PLD  paldao

FL B1RB FL

RB

FL B1

RB
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